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Foreword

On 1 January 2016, after over a decade of development, the Solvency II regime came into
force across Europe. Amongst other things, its introduction radically changes the reporting
landscape for insurers and the 2015 results represented the first step on that journey. Against
this backdrop, Embedded Value has taken something of a back seat, with a number of insurers
reporting Embedded Values for the last time at year-end 2015.
In line with previous editions, this report provides a
summary and analysis of the Embedded Value results of the
major European insurers. However, reflecting the shift in the
regulatory environment and the associated disclosures, we
also look at how companies are starting to cover Solvency
II within their disclosures, and comment on some of the
features that we expect to take on increased importance in
the coming years.
This report comments on the recent material released by
the CFO Forum, which provides guidelines on producing
Embedded Value under Solvency II. It remains to be seen
how widely this material will be adopted in the short term
and what role Embedded Value reporting will have in the
longer term.
The significant interest rate volatility over the start of
2016 has highlighted the sensitivity of the Solvency II results
to market factors, with a number of insurers choosing to
provide a solvency update as part of presentations. Insurers
face a choice as to how they manage this risk in a costeffective manner, but also need to ensure that their external
disclosures address any concerns that investors have in
this area.

Change is a constant in the insurance industry and almost
concurrent with the implementation of Solvency II came
the announcement from the IASB that drafting of the
IFRS 4 Phase II Standard had been approved, paving the
way for an expected go-live date of 2020 or 2021.
As well as representing a significant programme of work
for insurers, it will mark a notable shift in how profit is
measured and reported and we expect to see companies
adapt their disclosures over the coming years to reflect this.
I hope you find this report useful and thought provoking.
Please do not hesitate to contact me or one of the team
listed at the end of the report if you have any questions.

Roger Simler
Partner, Consulting
+44 (0) 20 7303 3292
rsimler@deloitte.co.uk
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Shift in focus

The 2015 results show a notable shift away from Embedded Value metrics. This reflects both
the introduction of Solvency II – with a clear focus on metrics on that basis – and more general
changes in areas driving growth.
Aviva, Phoenix
and Legal &
General will
not publish EV
supplementary
reporting going
forward.

A move away from EV
After many years of discussion, development and delays,
Solvency II (“SII”) came into force on 1st January 2016.
As predicted in the previous edition of this report, this has
led to a shift away from Embedded Value (“EV”) reporting
to more capital-focussed reporting with widespread
disclosure of SII results and sensitivities. We expect this
trend to strengthen, with companies continuing to review
and adapt their supplementary reporting to reflect their
strategic priorities and intended message to investors.
In May 2016, the CFO Forum issued guidance on EV
reporting under SII. We discuss this further in Appendix IV.
A number of companies have disclosed their intended
EV reporting approach going forward as part of the 2015
results (and intermediate communications throughout
2015):
• Aviva, Phoenix and Legal & General have stated that
they will not publish EV supplementary reporting
going forward. They join Standard Life and Munich
Re who have not reported EV for 2015.
• Prudential has disclosed an estimate of the impact
on its EEV of SII.

The methodology convergence is particularly notable in the
reference rate, with around two thirds of companies in our
analysis using a reference rate consistent with SII
(see Chart 1).
In light of recent CFO guidance we expect to see companies
adopt varying methodologies in their EV reporting or
dropping it altogether. Given the fundamental similarities
between the bases, we believe that MCEV firms are more
likely to adopt a modified SII balance sheet approach, than
firms reporting under European Embedded Value (“EEV”)
or similar.
Regardless of whether companies continue to report
EV, there are likely to remain a number of areas where
supplementary information is required. In particular, we
expect most firms to continue to disclose a measure of new
business profit (e.g. L&G recently announced their intention
to report a “value creation metric” for new business taking
SII cost of capital into account) and to provide information
relating to the expected timing of future profits.

Chart 1. Adoption of Solvency II reference rate

• Allianz disclosed its Market Consistent Embedded
Value (“MCEV”) results at year-end 2015 on a
SII Market Value Balance Sheet approach.

17%
33%

• Ageas, AXA and Generali have aligned aspects of
their MCEV methodology with SII.

17%

33%

EIOPA reference rate
Swap rates
Other
Not applicable
Source: Company disclosures, Deloitte analysis
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SII shaping strategy?
2015 has seen companies continue to focus their attention
on refining and simplifying their operating models, with
Standard Life completing the sale of its Canadian business,
CNP Assurances disposing of its 50% stake in Spanish
Barclays Vida y Pensiones (CNP BVP), Swiss Re completing
the sale of Aurora National Life Assurance Company and
Old Mutual announcing its intention to split its business by
the end of 2018.

While not solely attributable to the move to SII, it is notable
that there is a general shift away from operations and
products that are capital intensive (See Table 1). We expect
this trend to continue, with companies actively reviewing
their structures and strategies to ensure they are optimised
for the new regime and the prevailing economic and
demographic environment.
As strategies continue to evolve, firms will need to review
the supplementary metrics they disclose to ensure that they
complement and illustrate their chosen strategy.

Firms have also made progress in changing their business
mix to focus on particular product lines, continuing to
implement cost reduction plans, as well as restructuring
to improve the capital position. We have seen a
continuation of annuity book sales, with Zurich and Aegon
completing sales of UK annuity blocks to Rothesay Life,
as well as sales of subsidiaries such as L&G’s French
business. We are also starting to see a number of big
insurers (e.g. Generali and Aviva) putting their in-house
asset management arm at the centre of their growth
strategies. This has been reinforced by recent acquisitions
in the “platform” market.

The level of dividend yield is an important consideration
for potential investors, with a number of companies
committed to a progressive dividend policy. Prior to the
introduction of SII, there was some uncertainty around
the impact it would have on the ability of companies to
pay dividends, particularly given the headwinds of a low
interest rate environment. However, any fears have largely
proved unfounded, with most companies declaring an
increased dividend (see Chart 2), with only two declaring
an unchanged dividend and Prudential paying a special
dividend.

Table 1. Focus for new business
Company

New business strategy focussing on

Allianz

“Unit-linked and capital efficient life and health products”

Aviva

“Capital light products such as protection”

AXA

“Less onerous guarantees”

Generali

“Hybrid products”

Legal & General

“Capital-lite model for bulk annuities”

Prudential

“Move away from capital intense bulk annuity business to capital light investment products”

Swiss Life

“Expanding the fee and commission based business”

Source: Company presentations and announcements

Chart 2. Increase in absolute dividend per share 2014 to 2015(*)
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2015 in review

Overall EV
The top 5 insurers based on reported EV at year-end 2015
are unchanged from last year’s analysis, although Generali
has just overtaken Allianz in terms of total EV. Aviva’s
significant increase is primarily driven by the c.£4.5bn boost
as a result of the completion of the merger with Friends Life
in Q2 2015 (See Chart 3).

Of the 121 insurance companies in our sample,
7 delivered a positive return on EV over 2015. Over
the year, the aggregate embedded value in our sample
increased from £181bn to £189bn on a like-for-like
basis2, with positive and broadly equal contributions
from existing and new business partially offset by
dividend payments and a number of other factors.

Chart 3. Reported EV (£bn)
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Source: Company disclosures, Converted to £
Notes:
Axa’s “Rest of World” Segment includes Mediterranean Region (i.e. Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece and Turkey).
Old Mutual’s “UK” segment is from Old Mutual Wealth Management (which covers Skandia UK, Skandia International, Skandia Investment Group, France and Italy).
Legal & General results only includes UK covered business and excludes covered insurance overseas business, covered LGA business and non-covered business.

1 Friends Life results are included within the Aviva result post the completion of planned merger in Q2 2015. Standard Life and Munich Re did not disclose
EV results at year-end 2015.
2 The year-end 2014 total is adjusted:
• To exclude Standard Life (£7,195m) and Munich Re (£14,635) as they have not disclosed results at year-end 2015
• To reflect post dividend for CNP Assurances (£529m)
• To only include L&G UK covered business due to non-disclosure of its non-UK covered business in the analysis of movement for 2015.
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Aggregate change in EV
Chart 4 sets out the drivers of the increase in aggregate
EV over 2015. The main drivers of the positive return are the
expected profit arising from inforce business and the impact
of new business written over the year.

Although not shown separately in Chart 4, the alignment
of EV methodology to SII has had a significant impact on
some companies in 2015. For example, EV went down
by £(1.2)bn for AXA and £(0.5)bn for Generali mainly due
to alignment of their reference yield curves to Solvency
II methodology, with liquidity premia being replaced by
volatility adjustments. These impacts were presented
within “Restatements/Adjustments” and “Other impacts”
respectively.

The relatively small economic variances in the year mask
some material profits and losses at an individual company
level.
These offsetting impacts reflect differing geographical
exposures. For example, global interest rates recovered
towards mid-year 2015 and stayed comparatively stable
to the end of the year, except in Switzerland and Asia Pacific
where interest rates went down considerably in the last few
months. 2015 also saw a reduction in credit spreads across
the Eurozone but increases in the USA.

The “Other impacts” in Chart 4 is mainly driven by dividend
payments and capital movements in 2015.
The weakening of Sterling against the Euro is reflected
in the “Closing adjustment” in Chart 4.

Chart 4. Aggregate analysis of change (£bn)
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New business
Chart 5 shows the value of new business written over the
year and split by territory. The primary areas of growth for
the top 3 companies by new business value (Prudential,
AXA and Allianz) continue to be ‘Rest of the World’, with
Prudential in particular relying heavily on generating value
through business written outside the UK and Continental
Europe.

New business results have been mixed, with double digit
growth for Prudential (23%) and lower, but still significant,
growth for Aviva3 (12%) and AXA (6%). In contrast, Allianz
(-18%), Generali (-17%) and Legal & General (-37%) have
had negative growth. Both Allianz and Generali suffered
from unfavourable economic conditions especially in the
first half of 2015, which has dampened the new business
results. Legal & General new business results were affected
primarily by lower annuity volumes after a very strong
performance in 2014.

Chart 5. New business value by territory (£m)
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3 Normalising the Friends Life contributions in 2015.
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SII results – a developing picture

The 2015 results represented the first real opportunity to consolidate and compare
SII positions across the industry. While disclosures varied, there was a strong degree of
commonality, with most companies publishing a range of sensitivities.
Most companies have reported a SII capital position
significantly in excess of the level required by the regulations
– the average solvency ratio is c.180%. The ratios range
widely, but most sit within a range of 150%-200%.
We have seen some disclosure of solvency target ratios,
ranging from 120% to 230%, a range that we expect to
narrow as SII becomes fully embedded and companies
gain more confidence in the dynamics of their balance
sheet. Companies also provided information on the
sensitivity of their ratio to various economic and noneconomic stresses. The importance of these disclosures
has been highlighted by the large falls in interest rates over
the early months of 2016. The sensitivities disclosed vary
from company to company, although we expect greater
alignment in future years.
Solvency capital ratios and targets
Almost all companies have released a Solvency II coverage
ratio. This is set out in Chart 6 and, while the results
should not be considered in isolation, they provide a useful
indicator of the relative capital position.
SII ratios are not always directly comparable due to different
methodologies and give no indication of additional capital
which may be available, such as from non-insurance parent
companies.

For instance, Aviva, Prudential and Phoenix reported their
SCR excluding their pension fund and WPF, while L&G and
Standard Life included these elements in the determination
of their SCR. This can make a significant difference: for
Standard Life, including the pension scheme and WPF
reduces the reported coverage by 16%; and Phoenix
reported that if they were to switch to including their
pension scheme and WPF, their Solvency II coverage ratio
would fall 25%. We would expect a degree of uniformity
to emerge over the coming years, as companies seek to
provide comfort to the market that their solvency position
is appropriate and in line with peers on a comparable basis.
Chart 6 also sets out target ranges disclosed by some
of the companies. As would be expected given the
different risks and sensitivities of the companies, the ranges
vary significantly. We expect to see pressure to justify the
target ranges, as well as a degree of convergence. Where
a company falls outwith its stated target range, we expect
there to be pressure to explain any deviations. In particular,
investors are likely to want details of any plans to repair
a capital position or to utilise any perceived excess capital.

SII ratios are not
always directly
comparable
due to different
methodologies
and give no
indication of
additional capital
which may be
available, such
as from noninsurance parent
companies.

Chart 6. Solvency II coverage ratios
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Unlike under MCEV, there is no prescribed range of sensitivities under
SII regulations. Companies have reported their solvency ratios (or position)
under a range of sensitivities. While this reduces comparability, there were
a number of common features.
Composition of own funds
A number of insurers have been keen to emphasise the high quality of their capital, providing information on the
composition of Own Funds at end 2015. As set out in Chart 7, most companies are within the 80%-90% range for
Tier 1 capital.

Chart 7. Percentage of own funds composed of Tier 1 capital
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Source: Company presentations and announcements

Sensitivities
Unlike under MCEV, there is no prescribed range of
sensitivities under SII regulations. Companies have
reported their solvency ratios (or position) under a range of
sensitivities. While this reduces comparability, there were a
number of common features.

Chart 8. Risk-free rates (Euro)
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Shift in interest rates
One of the key risks which insurers face is movements
in interest rates. This is mirrored in the disclosures, with
only two of the companies who disclosed sensitivities not
including an interest rate sensitivity. Furthermore, for almost
half of the companies disclosing an interest rate sensitivity,
this was the most sensitive scenario in terms of effect on
SCR coverage.
The first two months of 2016 demonstrated just how
crucial consideration of shifts in interest rates is, with the
10 year spot rate for swaps dropping 51bps and 76bps for
Euro and GBP respectively between 31 December 2015
and 29 February 2016, as shown in Chart 8 and 9.
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Reflecting this, some insurers disclosed how their solvency
position moved during Q1 2016 as part of the 2015 results
presentations, as set out in Table 2. Companies need to
consider their appetite for holding this risk and, where
appropriate, take steps to mitigate it. In particular, we
expect to see companies consider how best to mitigate the
exposure arising from the risk margin, including hedging.

Chart 9. Risk-free rates (GBP)
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Ultimate forward rate (UFR) sensitivity
Insurers, particularly some of those in Europe are exposed
to movements in the assumed UFR. A movement from the
current UFR of 4.2% to an assumed level of 3.2% can have
a relatively significant impact on the reported SCR, with
CNP Assurances reporting that this would move them from
192% to 184% and Generali from 202% (internal model
view) to 193%. EIOPA has indicated that there will be no
changes made to this assumption before end 2016 (at the
earliest), but have issued a public consultation into a revised
proposal for the UFR methodology, which includes a limit of
a change in the UFR of 20bps a year.

Table 2. Movement in SII coverage ratios in Q1 2016
SCR coverage at YE 15

Updated SCR coverage

AXA

205%

190% (24 Feb 2016)

Prudential

193%

180% (1 Mar 2016)

Generali

175%

164% (18 Mar 2016)

Legal & General

169%

163% (8 Mar 2016)

Source: Companies’ annual reports and analyst presentations
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Challenges ahead

2016 will see a continuation of the efforts to maximise
positions reported under SII. A number of insurers have
indicated that they have further work to do on maximising
the benefits available from matching adjustments as well
as reviewing hedging strategies to ensure adequate
protection against adverse market movements.

We expect to see continued development of Solvency II
processes as these become embedded into Business As
Usual (BAU) and refinements made to assist this transition.
We expect the trend to streamline businesses and focus
on profitable areas to continue, partially driven by the
increased focus on digital and direct routes to market.

We see a number of areas which could cause challenges
for the life insurance industry over the coming years:

Finally, specifically in relation to external reporting, we
expect the trend away from EV towards SII metrics to
persist, with more companies joining Aviva, Phoenix, L&G,
Standard Life and Munich Re in ceasing to report EV.

• With a UK vote on EU membership due to take place
on 23rd June, insurers now need to be considering
how they would cope with the shift in markets
should the UK leave the EU. We may already be
seeing the uncertainty affecting Sterling, but what
are the full implications under both scenarios for
companies with a market share in the UK?
• How best to operate in the continuing low interest
rate environment? With the global economic outlook
failing to pick up, there remains a risk that low
rates will remain a feature over at least the short to
medium term. Negative interest rates are already
present in some countries and insurers need to
consider the operational and financial implications
of this.
• Following the announcement from the IASB in
February that drafting of the IFRS 4 Phase II Standard
was to commence, we expect to see a go-live date
of 2020 or 2021. Although there are similarities
with SII, there are also crucial presentational and
computational differences, bringing more challenging
implementation activity to the fore.
• Given the current term structure of interest rates,
there appears to be a real risk that the review of the
UFR will result in a reduction in this measure.
This could significantly increase exposure to longterm guarantees (although the impact is likely to be
staggered), potentially making such markets relatively
less attractive.
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The latest guidance from the CFO Forum will shape
developments in this area, but we appear to be entering
a transitional phase for supplementary reporting. There
is already divergence in methodologies between those
retaining EV, with some companies using modified own
funds and others deciding that SII based EV reporting is
the best measure to report on going forward. This is
unlikely to resolve itself in the short term. The lack of
comparability will have a direct bearing on investors,
analysts and prospective purchasers. Whichever path
companies adopt, there will remain a requirement for
concise, meaningful supplementary disclosures to meet
the needs of a range of stakeholders.

We expect to see continued
development of Solvency II
processes as these become
embedded into BAU and
refinements made to assist
this transition.

Appendix I – SII regulatory approvals

The SII regime permits insurers to apply to their regulator
to use an internal model for their capital calculation,
to make use of various transitional measures or to make
adjustments to the discount rate used in the calculation
of technical provisions. These features of the regime
have an impact on the expected future EV and reduce
comparability. Swiss firms continue to be governed by the
Swiss Solvency Test (“SST”) requirements which, although
similar in a number of ways, are not directly comparable
to SII.
Internal Model or Standard Formula
As expected, given their status as Europe’s largest insurers,
most companies in the study are using a full or partial
Internal Model, with only Old Mutual and CNP Assurances
taking the Standard Formula approach. Firms using the
Standard Formula may be subject to a capital add-on,
should the approach not appropriately reflect their risk
profile.

Adjustments to risk-free interest rates
Companies can apply to use one of two adjustments to
the risk-free yield curve for a given portfolio: the matching
adjustment and the volatility adjustment. These increase
the discount rate used, but are subject to certain conditions
(particularly the matching adjustment). Both adjustments
should provide some protections against changes in
calculated own funds following increases to spreads.
The matching adjustment is portfolio-specific and is
primarily relevant for UK-style annuities, so it is no surprise
that the large UK firms are using it (including L&G, Phoenix,
Scottish Widows, Standard Life and Prudential). The
volatility adjustment is prescribed by EIOPA and is more
heavily adopted on the Continent, although some UK
firms are using it for portfolios not eligible for the matching
adjustment (such as some with-profits funds).

Use of Transitional Measures
There are a range of Transitional Measures available to
reduce the “day 1” impact of SII. The most notable of
these is the transitional deduction to technical provisions,
which (broadly speaking) allows the impact of the move
to SII to be staggered over 16 years. This has been widely
adopted in the UK, with L&G, Phoenix, Scottish Widows
and Prudential among the firms utilising it. All else being
equal, the use of this transitional will be a drag on future
profits on a regulatory basis. Within the UK, the regulator is
currently consulting on the approach and guidelines for its
recalculation over the 16 year period. This may provide
a degree of offset to future movements in interest rates
(a feature assumed in some of the sensitivities disclosed).
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Appendix II – EV methodology & assumptions
at YE 2015

Company

Methodology

Ageas

EEV (Market
Consistent)

Allianz

MCEV on a
Solvency II
Market Value
Balance Sheet

Reference
rates

Illiquidity
premiums/
volatility
adjustment
where
applicable
(Methodology)

Swap rates
(mainly) less
credit risk
adjustment
as per EOIPA
guidelines

Volatility
adjustment

Swap rates
(mainly) less
credit risk
adjustment
as per EOIPA
guidelines

Volatility
adjustment

Illiquidity premiums/
volatility adjustment
(Value)

Volatilities

CNHR

Required capital

• EUR: 22bps;

Implied volatility

0.5% post-tax
capital charge
applied to
projected total
required equity
(this is structurally
in-line with
Solvency II risk
margin)

Solvency I

Implied volatility,
except for property
volatilities where
best estimate levels
are used (8% for
CHF, 15% for EUR,
USD)

6% before tax
capital charge
applied to
Solvency II risk
margin

Solvency II

Implied volatility,
except for property
volatilities where
best estimate levels
are used (16% for
UK, 13% for other
markets)

3.0% capital
charge applied to
group-diversified
capital

Solvency I

Implied volatility

Allowance for
non-financial
risk assuming a
higher lockedin capital base
(corresponding
to a solvency
coverage ratio
of 1.3 times the
minimum solvency
coverage ratio
for companies
within EEA and
Switzerland and
rest 1.5 times)

Solvency II (for
EEA entities)

• HKD: 64bps; and
• USD: 81bps

• EUR: 22bps.
• EUR (Greece): 55bs.
• CHF: 9bps;
• USD: 78bps;
• CZK/PLN: 8 bps; and
• HUF: 19bps

Aviva

AXA

MCEV

EEV
(Market
Consistent)

Swap rates

Swap
rates less
credit risk
adjustment
as per EOIPA
guidelines

Assets valued
on a mark to
model basis
is estimated
consistently with
the underlying
valuation model.
All other assets,
use CFO/CRO
Forum and QIS
5 illiquidity
formula*

• GBP immediate
annuities: 114bps;

Volatility
adjustment

Volatility adjustment
• EUR: 22bps;

• GBP deferred
annuities: 86bps;
• France, Ireland, Spain
annuities: 38bps; and
• France, Italy, Spain
participating: 29bps

• GBP: 31bps;
• USD: 78bps;
• JPY: 3 bps;
• CHF: 9 bps; and
HKD: 78bps.
Credit risk adjustment
GBP: 12bps and rest
10bps

CNP
Assurances

MCEV
(except Latin
America –
TEV)

Swap rates
less 10bps
credit risk
adjustment

Volatility
adjustment

22 bps

Implied volatilities,
except for property
where it is fixed
12.77%

5% capital charge
applied to risk
capital (equivalent
to 2.7% charge
on capital)

Solvency I

Generali

MCEV

Swap rates
(mainly) less
credit risk
adjustment
as per EOIPA
guidelines

Volatility
adjustment for
each relevant
currency/
country

• EUR: 22bps;

Implied volatility,
except for property
volatilities where
historic market data
is used

4% pre-tax capital
charge applied
to Solvency II risk
margin

Solvency II (for
EEA entities)
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• GBP: 31bps;
• CHF: 9bps; and
• CZK: 6bps

Reference
rates

Illiquidity
premiums/
volatility
adjustment
where
applicable
(Methodology)

Illiquidity premiums/
volatility adjustment
(Value)

Volatilities

CNHR

Required capital

Company

Methodology

Legal &
General

EEV

UK RDR =
5.5%.
USA RDR =
5.4%.
Europe RDR
= 3.9%

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not specified

Not applicable

Solvency I

Old Mutual

MCEV

Bond curve

Liquidity
premium.
Adjustments
reflect the
liquidity
premium
component in
non-government
bond spreads
over swap rates

60bps

Not specified

2.0% cost of
capital charge
applied to nonhedgeable risk
capital

N/A

Phoenix

MCEV

Gilt yield
plus 10bps

Liquidity
premium –
reference to
the bond yield
allowing for
credit risk
deductions

52bps

Implied volatility,
except for property
volatilities where
best estimate levels
are used

No charge

Solvency I

Prudential

EEV

Weighted
RDR for
inforce (new
business):
• Asia: 6.4%
(5.9%);

Top down

Not specified

Best estimates

Allowed as a
margin in the
discount rate.
Defined as:
• 100 bps for
UK annuity
business

Solvency I

• US: 6.2%
(6.7%);

• 50 bps for
Group’s other
business

• UK nonannuities
5.7%
(5.6%).

• additional 100
to 250 bps for
Group’s Asian
operations

• UK
annuities
7.4%
(5.7%)
Swiss Life

MCEV

Swap rates

CFO/CRO
Forum and QIS
5 illiquidity
formula*

100% illiquidity
premium:
• EUR: 38bps
• USD: 84bps

Implied volatility,
except for property
volatilities where
historic market data
is used

4% capital charge
applied to nonhedgeable risk
capital

Solvency I

Implied volatility,
except for property
volatilities where
historic market data
is used

4% capital
charge applied to
diversified nonhedgeable risk
based capital

Solvency I

• CHF: 24bps
Zurich

MCEV

Swap rates

CFO/CRO
Forum and QIS
5 illiquidity
formula*

Not disclosed

* CFO/CRO Forum and QIS 5 illiquidity formula:
LP currency = MAX (0, x% × (Spread – y bps)) where x = 50% and y = 40bps 		
Liabilities are classified in 4 buckets function of their nature – different proportions of the LP are applied (100%, 75%, 50% and 0%)
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Appendix III – EV sensitivities

2015

2014

2015

2014

Illiquidity premium/
volatility adjustment

Illiquidity premium

Risk free rate

Risk free rate

10bp
increase to
reference
rates

Remove
premium

10bp
increase to
reference
rates

Remove
premium

Ageas

+100bps

-100bps

+100bps

-100bps

3%

-9%

2%

-5%

2%

-6%

0%

-1%

Allianz

–

–

–

–

5%*

-8%*

8%*

-12%*

Aviva

3%

–

3%

–

-1%

-1%

-2%

-2%

AXA

2%

-9%

2%

-6%

3%

-8%

4%

-10%

CNP Assurances

1%

-3%

1%

–

5%

-8%

3%

-7%

Generali

2%

-7%

5%

-5%

2%

-4%

7%

-16%

–

–

–

–

-4%

6%

-7%

9%

0%

–

0%

–

-1%

1%

-1%

1%

–

–

Company

Legal & General
Old Mutual
Phoenix
Prudential

1%

Swiss Life

–

Zurich

–

–

–

-6%

7%

-2%

2%

1%

–

-2%

1%

-4%

2%

–

–

–

9%

-14%

5%

-10%

–

–

–

-2%

0%

0%

-1%

* 2015 and 2014 risk free rate sensitivities for Allianz were for a rise/fall of 50 bps

2015

2014

Equity/property values

Equity/property values

2015

2014

Volatilities

Volatilities

– 10 %

– 10 %

Equity
option +25%

Ageas

-5%

-5%

0%

-3%

-1%

-2%

Allianz

-8%**

-3%

-4%

-1%

-4%

-4%

Aviva

-4%

-4%

-2%

-1%

-2%

-2%

AXA

-4%

-5%

-1%

-4%

-2%

-4%

CNP Assurances

-6%

-6%

-4%

-1%

-3%

-2%

Generali

-5%

-7%

-2%

-2%

-2%

-3%

Legal & General

-2%

-3%

–

–

–

–

Old Mutual

-3%

-3%

-2%

0%

-2%

0%

Phoenix

-2%

-3%

-1%

0%

0%

0%

Prudential

-3%

-3%

–

–

–

–

Swiss Life

-9%

-7%

-3%

0%*

-3%

-1%*

Zurich

-3%

-3%

-1%

-2%

-1%

-1%

Company

*2014 and 2015 represents a 10% increase in swaption implied volatilities for Swiss Life
** 2015 equity sensitivities for Allianz were for a fall of 200 bps
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Swaption
+25%

Equity
option +25%

Swaption
+25%

Appendix IV – CFO Forum guidance on EV
reporting under SII

In May 2016, the CFO Forum issued guidance on EV
reporting under SII. Both the MCEV and EEV Principles and
Guidance have been amended to permit, but not require,
the use of projection methods and assumptions applied
for market consistent solvency regimes where applicable
(including in relation to the level of required capital, the
reference rate and tax). This is in line with the trend we have
seen in the market more generally over recent years.
Where SII is adopted for solvency reporting, a company
may choose to adapt its EV reporting to reflect the other
areas set out in Table 3.

The CFO Forum has also amended the EV disclosure
requirements with the aim that disclosures are
commensurate with the results shown and the
methodology, assumptions and sensitivities of results to key
changes in assumptions are easily understood by the users.
In the case of sensitivities to key changes in assumptions,
the guidance has highlighted that this could include the
value of new business on alternative assumptions, such as
switching off contract boundaries where this is adopted
to be consistent with the SII approach.

Given the permissive nature of CFO guidance, we expect to
see companies adopting a variety of methodologies in the
short term, or even dropping it altogether.

Table 3. CFO Forum guidance on EV reporting under SII
Area

EEV/MCEV

Calculation of VIF/PVIF

• PVIF/VIF may be implicitly included within the other components of EV if a balance sheet
presentation is adopted
• The level of renewals may be aligned to SII contract boundary

Frictional Cost of Required
Capital (“FCoRC”)/Cost of
Required Capital

• To the extent SII risk margin contains sufficient allowance for the FCoRC, no allowance to
FCoRC is required

Expenses

• Favourable changes to unit costs, such as productivity gains are allowed, if permitted
under SII.
• Cost of managing the covered business aligned to SII methodology

Participating business: Surplus
funds

• Treated as a component of free surplus and required capital rather than VIF.

Source: CFO forum amended MCEV and EEV Principles – May 2016
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